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1. Like “The Office”? Try The Inside Man: For the next couple of months, the
Technology Newsletter will be the site of an entertaining series of videos, The Inside Man.
The Inside Man series is an entertaining and informative look at cybersecurity. Here is
season 1, episode 12, Checkmate (6:31)
2. For All Teachers and Administrators who use Canvas: Do you need training on
Canvas? Do you know about EACS Teacher Professional Development? EACS Teacher PD is a Canvas
course for all teachers to use for learning about Canvas, Canvas Studio, Outlook, MobyMax, Britannica
School, Clever, McGraw Hill textbooks, Skyward, GSuite of tools, Pearson textbooks, Edulastic, and
many more. Staff can use the module in Canvas to learn about Canvas, as there are 40 different tutorials
available on learning aspects of Canvas and Canvas Studio.
3. For all staff who use email:Another purposeful phishing campaign will come out
to nearly all email users this semester, and will be the last phishing test of this school year. In
my opinion, EACS staff does a very good job of handling phishing emails by blocking them
and/or calling HELPdesk to block the domain. With the last phishing email, only 7.7% of
EACS staff clicked the bait, and that is WAY BELOW the industry average of 15%. Keep up
the good work EACS!
4. For all staff who sometimes use external USB or external hard drive storage devices:Whether you
refer to it as a flash drive, memory stick, or thumb drive, external USB drives or hard drives are not a secure
method of storing, transferring, or moving data. USB drives cause malware infections, security breaches,
data loss, and data leakage. With EACS’ Google and Microsoft accounts, district staff members have nearly
unlimited, 2FA-secure cloud storage. Please consider using the district’s cloud storage tools, and not your
own external data storage device.
5. For all staff: New from the IDOE: March Professional Development (PD) with IDOE! The IDOE has a
new series of Wednesday PD opportunities in the Indiana Learning Lab beginning at 4 p.m. ET on
Wednesday, March 2, and continuing each Wednesday, with the topic Test Security in a Digital World. More
information on these PD live sessions can be found in this March flyer. To register for workshops, create a
free Learning Lab account by visiting the LINK Portal or use your school credentials to log into the Indiana
Learning Lab website directly. Contact the Office of Digital Learning with any questions.
Fun technology fact: Electric car company Fisker debuted its Ocean SUV vehicle to
the European market in Barcelona, revealing pricing for the all-electric vehicle ahead of
its November release. The price is competitively ranged from $37,499-$68,999.
In an interview, co-founder Henrik Fisker highlighted the SUV's "California mode"
which rolls back all of the car's windows and its large sunroof, as well as striving to get
the "longest range in the world" for Ocean SUV's segment. The electric vehicle
company also announced it has started producing 50 prototypes at manufacturer
Magna's plant in Graz, Austria. Read more of the article here.

